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Objectives: The present study explores the effect of visual art training on people with
dementia, utilizing a randomized control trial design, in order to investigate the effects
of an 8-week visual art training program on cognition. In particular, the study examines
overall cognition, delayed recall, and working memory, which show deficits in people
with dementia.
Method: Fifty-three individuals with dementia were randomly assigned into either an
art training (n = 27) or usual-activity waitlist control group (n = 26). Overall cognition
and delayed recall were assessed with the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), and
working memory was assessed with the Backward Digit Span task.
Results: There were no group differences in overall cognition, or working memory, while
a difference in delayed recall was undetermined, based on post-test—pre-test difference
scores. Groups were comparable at baseline on all measures.
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Conclusion: The measures of cognition, delayed recall, and working memory used in
this study were not affected by an 8-week visual art training program.
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INTRODUCTION
Dementia is a clinical syndrome associated with over 60 conditions (Kahn-Denis, 1997), all of
which are characterized by a progressive decline in memory and cognitive functioning that is
severe enough to cause a loss of daily functioning (Stewart, 2004). The question of how to cope
with the effects of this debilitating disease is persistent. While the main treatment for dementia
is currently pharmaceuticals, pharmaceutical treatments can be accompanied by non-trivial side
effects (Hersch and Falzgraf, 2007). Thus, due to these complications, as well as the support for
non-pharmacological treatments in dementia care (Caulfield, 2011), it is increasingly suggested
that pharmacological treatments for dementia be employed as a secondary or co-existing approach
to non-pharmacological treatments (Douglas et al., 2004; Caulfield, 2011; Camartin, 2015; Sauer
et al., 2016). This study examines one non-pharmacological intervention, art training, as a potential
method for reducing the rate of cognitive decline associated with dementia.
One key motivator for exploring art training as a dementia intervention is from the reported
artistic potential of dementia patients (Kleiner-Fisman and Lang, 2004; Miller and Hou, 2004;
Fornazzari, 2005; Shinagawa and Miller, 2014). It appears that the potential to create art does not
diminish when an individual develops dementia. Instead, individuals who develop varying forms
and severities of dementia display a remarkable ability to produce and participate in arts activities
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comparing a 12-week coloring group to a 12-week calculation
drill active control group (Hattori et al., 2011). This RCT failed
to find benefits of art therapy for logical memory (a subscale
of the Wechsler Memory Scale revised; WMS-R) in people with
dementia. The second RCT (n = 21), which compared a 40-week
art therapy intervention to a 40-week usual activity (day center)
active control, also failed to find short-term memory differences
(via two subtests of the Rivermead Behavioral Memory Test)
(Rusted et al., 2006). Alternatively, the present study utilizes two
separate memory tasks to assess both working (the Backwards
Digit Span) and delayed (the delayed recall subsection of the
MoCA) memory—both of which are impacted by varying forms
of dementia (Tuokko et al., 1991; Stewart, 2004; Fornazzari,
2005).
While there are few art and dementia RCTs, and none have
supported the cognitive benefit of art for persons with dementia,
dozens of quasi-experimental or observational studies have
supported the beneficial connection between art and dementia.
However, these studies have notable limitations, including
lack of control groups, poorly reported art programming,
inadequate methodological detail, and minimal experimental
evidence (Locher, 2007; Chancellor et al., 2014; Windle et al.,
2014, 2018a,b; Young et al., 2015; Matthews, 2016; Sauer
et al., 2016). Importantly, RCTs are the gold standard for
assessing causality, and are needed to establish whether art
training causes the benefits seen in observational studies.
To address these methodological issues, the present study
used a randomized controlled design with a control group,
detailed methods and procedures, rigorous experimental control,
assignment concealment, and volunteer blinding. Additionally,
following suggested guidelines and approaches, the present
study utilized validated and reliable quantitative measures
(Windle et al., 2018a).
Our objective is to explore the currently unclear relationship
between cognition and art for those with dementia. We aim
to resolve the confusion caused by the related literature’s
qualitative and quantitative disconnect by addressing the
limitations of previous studies and providing a rigorously
designed community-based art training and dementia RCT. By
utilizing art training—an area that is unlikely to be heavily
affected by varying forms of dementia and that is arguably a
cognitive exercise—we expect the experimental participants to
demonstrate less decline in overall cognition, delayed recall, and
working memory at post-testing.

(Kleiner-Fisman and Lang, 2004; Mendez, 2004; Fornazzari,
2005; Van Buren et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2019). These
reports fit within the known progression of three of the most
prevalent forms of dementia: typically, memory and executive
function impairments occur first, while visuomotor and severe
visuospatial deficits occur later (Perry and Hodges, 1999; Camic
et al., 2014; Chancellor et al., 2014; Ehresman, 2014)1 . This
suggests that by targeting a skill that is unlikely to have decline—
arts training—maintenance of a skill that is likely to show
decline throughout the progression of dementia—cognition—
may occur, although this claim has yet to be confirmed. Further,
arts training would need to be a cognitive exercise for such an
effect to be expected.
Since cognitive decline is a core feature of all forms of
dementia, assessing the potential cognitive benefits of any
dementia intervention is essential. From the mere appreciation
of art (receiving and processing information), to the creation
of art (processing, planning, manipulating, revising, recalling,
and producing an artwork), to the communication that occurs
between participants and group members and facilitators
(sharing and updating information), art training is intuitively
a cognitive exercise that requires multiple cognitive domains
including recall (Baddeley and Logie, 1999; Bhattacharya and
Petsche, 2002; Pérez-Fabello and Campos, 2007; Takahashi and
Hatakeyama, 2011; Young, 2014; Windle et al., 2018a; Schneider
et al., 2019). Further, while not yet supported by quantitative
data, it has been suggested that working memory is a particularly
relevant component of visual art participation: researchers
suggest that the mental maintenance and manipulation of
visual imagery is of exceptional relevance to artistic ability
and production (Baddeley and Logie, 1999; Pérez-Fabello and
Campos, 2007; Takahashi and Hatakeyama, 2011; Young, 2014).
However, when considering people with dementia, research on
the subject of cognition and art is largely contradictory: a large
body of qualitative research reports improved cognition and
memory for those who participated in art making or viewing
programs (Kahn-Denis, 1997; Rentz, 2002; Kinney and Rentz,
2005; Parsa et al., 2010; Peisah et al., 2011; Camic et al., 2014;
Cowl and Gaugler, 2014; Young et al., 2015; Sauer et al., 2016;
Windle et al., 2018a), while only two randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) exist and both have shown no such cognitive
improvements in people with dementia (Rusted et al., 2006;
Hattori et al., 2011).
The contradictory nature of the art and dementia literature
is troublesome: qualitative research supports cognitive benefits
while quantitative RCTs do not2 . Lack of memory benefits using
RCTs is exemplified by two previous studies (Rusted et al.,
2006; Hattori et al., 2011). The first study is an RCT (n = 39)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
A randomized controlled trial assessed two groups of dementia
patients: an art training experimental group (n = 27) and a
usual-activity waitlist control group (n = 26). After attrition, 53
individuals were included in the analyses (Figure 1)3 . Participants

1

Alzheimer’s disease (Kahn-Denis, 1997; Fornazzari, 2005), vascular or multiinfarct dementia (depending upon where the stroke-related lesions occurred;
Stewart, 2004), and fronto-temporal dementia (Kleiner-Fisman and Lang, 2004;
Fornazzari, 2005).
2
The majority of the literature focuses on either an unspecified type of dementia
or a specified mixture of dementia types (Kahn-Denis, 1997; Rentz, 2002; Stewart,
2004; Kinney and Rentz, 2005; Rusted et al., 2006; Byrne and MacKinlay, 2012;
Ullán et al., 2013; Camic et al., 2014, 2015; Young, 2014; Flatt et al., 2015; Young
et al., 2015; Sauer et al., 2016; Windle et al., 2018b; Schneider et al., 2019).
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at least 4 of 8 weekly lessons, which was our attempt to ensure sufficient dose
of intervention while maintaining most participants in the sample. Removing
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approved by the York University Human Participants Research
Sub-Committee, e2017-161, and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(identifier: NCT03175822).

Intervention
The present study’s art training program focused on actively
learning art terminology and skills while providing participants
with the materials and support to draw and collage. The terms
that were focused on were the conceptual building blocks of visual
art: the elements (space, color, texture, line, shape, form, and
value) and principles (emphasis, variety, harmony, movement,
rhythm, proportion, balance, and gradation) of design (see https:
//osf.io/dpc82/) (Foster, 2006).
Each art program occurred 1 h per day, 2 days per
week, for 8 weeks, for a total of 16 sessions. This is in
between the 12 and 40 sessions used in the two previous
art-dementia RCTs (Rusted et al., 2006; Hattori et al., 2011).
Further, while these RCTs failed to provide quantitative evidence
(Rusted et al., 2006; Hattori et al., 2011), qualitative dementia
research utilizing an 8-week timeframe have provided support
for art’s beneficial effect on cognition (Camic et al., 2014,
2015; Young, 2014; Young et al., 2015). Each week focused
on one specific activity, as suggested by the literature (Sauer
et al., 2016), focusing on one element and one principle of
design (Table 1). In addition to reflecting the related literature,
the duration of the program (8 weeks, twice-per-week) was
selected so that all eight principles and seven elements of
design could be covered and focused on at least twice, while
the 1-h duration was selected based on dementia location
feedback and a review of the related literature (Rusted et al.,
2006; Hattori et al., 2011). Each class offered an introduction
(when the terms and activities of the day were explained),
art-making (when the participants were invited to engage in
the week’s activity), and interactive discussion (where willing
participants could have their artwork shown to the group and
relayed back to the week’s terms and activities) as suggested
by the related literature (Flatt et al., 2015). Art programs
were structured to capture the many factors involved in
artistic activities: from those related to the physical artwork
(e.g., balance, color, proportion) to the discussion of the
physical artwork’s connection to artistic trajectories and personal
and social contexts during group interaction and discussions
(Ullán et al., 2013).
Artworks were offered back to the participant and/or
participant’s respective location at the end of the program,
following protocols in the related literature (Ullán et al., 2013;
Sauer et al., 2016). All art programs were free for participants.
The materials were supplied by the project’s lead researchers
and all time was volunteered: one arts instructor volunteer,
one art class assistant volunteer, and one art class observer
volunteer—reflecting the structure of identical studies (Byrne
and MacKinlay, 2012). When each experimental art program
began, a maximum size of eight participants per program was
set. However, group sizes did fluctuate throughout the research

FIGURE 1 | CONSORT diagram. LTC, long-term care.

were randomized into either group with a random number
generator using simple randomization.
Recruitment for the project began May 2017. People with
dementia were identified by recruited dementia care locations
and were later verified via the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975)4 . Before a potential participant
could participate, informative flyers and questionnaires were
provided to each recruited location for distribution to participant
families and caregivers. Substitute written informed consent was
then provided by a potential participant’s respective care location
via written consent for the project along with a list of approved
individuals who could participate. Once potential participants
were selected, they were each provided with an explanation of
the study via a script and then asked, verbally, if they assented
to participating (Figure 1).
Each participants’ tasks, intervention, and control activities
were completed at their respective care facility. Caregivers did
not participate in the task sessions or arts programs unless
assistance was requested or required (e.g., in the event a
participant was having language difficulties, tester volunteers
could request assistance from a translator, fitting suggested
guidelines) (King et al., 2015)5 . This research project was
the nine participants whose attendance was less than 75% of classes did not
meaningfully change effect sizes, which remained near zero.
4
The visual stimuli of the MMSE were enlarged and shown one at a time based
on population and location requirements. In addition, the orientation section
reflected the locations of the study (Canadian in non-hospital locales).
5
Inclusion criteria for each recruited location included the ability for participants
to understand and communicate in English—to varying fluencies—so that they
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TABLE 1 | Visual art intervention curriculum.
Week

Term explanation

Activity

One

Space: Positive and negative parts of an
artwork that are distinct. Space can also
provide depth in an artwork. Emphasis:
Combining elements in a way that highlights the
contrast between the elements.

White on Black Tracing: Instructors will bring in flat wooden objects, white and light-colored
pencil crayons, and a stack of black paper. The paper will be placed in front of each
participant’s seat, and the objects will be placed in the middle of the table. First, participants will
be asked to choose an object that they like, then the instructor will instruct the participants to
trace their respective objects onto the black paper and make a scene of their choosing with
their traced shapes.

Two

Color: Consists of hue (name), value (lightness
or darkness of the hue), and intensity
(brightness and purity of the hue) Variety:
Diversity and contrast of different elements.

Flat Object Coloring: Instructors will bring in flat wooden objects, markers and pencil crayons.
The objects, markers and pencil crayons will be placed in the middle of the table. First,
participants will be asked to choose an object that they like, then the instructor will instruct the
participants to color in their objects. At the same time, participants will be encouraged to pass
along an additional object, with each participant coloring in one area of the object at a time
before passing it on to the next participant, and the next participant, and so on.

Three

Texture: The feeling of surfaces, or what a
surface looks like it feels like. Harmony: The
combination of similar elements within an
artwork to highlight their similarities.

Fabric Collage: Instructors will bring in fabric, scissors, glue sticks, white paper, markers and
pencil crayons. The white paper will be placed in front of each participant’s seat, and the fabric,
glue sticks, markers and pencil crayons will be placed in the middle of the table. First,
participants will be asked to choose fabrics they like, then the instructor will instruct the
participants to make a picture with their selected fabric on their paper. Using markers and pencil
crayons is also encouraged.

Four

Line: A mark moving in space. Lines can be
literal or abstract. Movement: Creates action
within an artwork and guides the art-viewer’s
eyes through an artwork.

Tape Maze: Instructors will bring in line mazes, white paper, markers and pencil crayons. The
mazes will be placed in front of each participant’s seat, and the white paper, markers and pencil
crayons will be placed in the middle of the table. First, participants will be asked to move their
finger or a pencil/marker through the maze, then instructors will instruct the participants to
create their own line drawings on the separate pieces of white paper. Continuing to draw on the
maze is also acceptable.

Five

Shape: A two-dimensional image. Rhythm:
Repetition of elements in an artwork that
creates visual movement, tempo, or beat.

Making shapes with Shapes: Instructors will bring in flat paper shapes, glue sticks, white paper,
and markers and pencil crayons. The white paper will be placed in front of each participant, and
the paper shapes, glue sticks, markers and pencil crayons will be placed in the middle of the
table. Participants will be asked to use the shapes to create images (such as houses,
butterflies, etc.) on the white paper.

Six

Form: A three-dimensional image which
includes height, width and depth. Proportion:
The relationship of elements to the entire
artwork and to each other.

Object and People Proportion: Instructors will bring in white paper, props, markers and pencil
crayons. The white paper will be placed in front of each participant’s seat, and the props,
markers and pencil crayons will be placed in the middle of the table. To discuss proportion, the
instructor and their class volunteer will stand together in front of the group. Once there, the
instructor will ask the volunteer to stand behind them, then in front of them. The instructor will
then use the props to show the same principle. Then, instructors will ask participants to draw
proportion-related scenes on white paper. Props may be used for tracing.

Seven

Form: A three-dimensional image which
includes height, width and depth. Balance:
Combining elements to create equilibrium in an
artwork.

Flat Image Team Organization: Instructors will bring in white paper, one large poster board, form
stickers, markers and pencil crayons. A black line down the middle will split the poster board
into two halves. All items, except the white paper, will be placed in the middle of the table. The
instructors will then ask each half of the table (one half on one side of the board, the other on
the other side) to take turns using the form stickers to “balance” the board (e.g., if the right-side
places a large pink sticker on their side, the left-side places a large pink sticker on their side).
Participants will match the other group’s sticker choice (based on color, shape or size) before
choosing their own. The sticker balancing activity will go on until the board is filled. Participants
will then be given paper and asked to draw similar “balanced” images on the white paper.

Eight

Value: The lightness and darkness of tones and
colors. Gradation: The gradual change of
elements.

Example Copying: Instructors will bring in markers, pencil crayons, white paper, and white paper
with shapes on them; half with examples of value gradation (a square and circle that transitions
from black to white) and half with empty shapes (an empty square and circle). The white paper
with shapes will be placed in front of each participant, and the white paper, markers and pencil
crayons will be placed in the middle of the table. Instructors will then ask participants to fill in the
blank shapes like the gradation examples provided (gradation examples can also be colored).

project due to missed sessions (e.g., due to illness) and attrition.
Nonetheless, the volunteer to participant ratio was never lower
than 1:4. Group size was considered heavily, based on discussions
with dementia programming experts and the related literature
(Caulfield, 2011; Ullán et al., 2013; Camic et al., 2015; Flatt et al.,
2015; Hazzan et al., 2016; Windle et al., 2018b). Further, the
volunteers’ focus was to encourage and engage the participants,
not their fellow volunteers, to avoid complications noted in
similar studies (Byrne and MacKinlay, 2012).
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The curriculum was carefully created to support the learning
of new skills and understanding, while still stimulating and
engaging in order to trigger potential cognitive mechanisms, with
input provided by a collaborative group of artists, psychologists,
and dementia experts: artist and instructor S. Wiseheart; artist,
professor, and experimental psychologist M. Wiseheart; arts
researcher and experimental psychologist A. D’Souza; dementia
expert A. Ubell; and artist, instructor, and arts and dementia
researcher K. Johnson. Each element is introduced in an
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(Nasreddine et al., 2005) was used to measure overall cognitive
function6 , 7 . The MoCA’s delayed recall subsection was also used
to measure delayed recall. The tasks used are validated and
reliable quantitative measures selected based on dementia expert
feedback and the assessments’ appropriateness for people with
varying dementia types (Folstein et al., 1975; Nasreddine et al.,
2005; Rankin et al., 2007; Fernandez-Duque and Black, 2008;
Huntley and Howard, 2010; Matthews, 2016; Windle et al.,
2018a). Although infrequent, if a participant was unavailable or
uninterested in completing a task session 1 day, their session was
rebooked when possible and attempted again.

intentional order; from the use of space, to using color and texture
to fill that space, to introducing lines into that space, to using
lines to create shapes, to using shapes to create forms, to using
value to fill those forms. Similarly, the principles are introduced
in an intentional order: from emphasizing a single element, to a
variety of elements, to using a variety of similar elements to create
harmony, to using harmonious elements to create movement,
to turning that movement into rhythm, to considering the
proportions, balance, and gradation of the overall image. Further,
each element and principle was paired together to highlight
and illustrate each other in a coherent and understandable way:
using space to create emphasis; using a variety of colors; creating
harmony with similar textures; creating movement with lines;
creating rhythm with repeated shapes; creating proportion with
different sized forms; creating balance with forms; and creating
gradual change with values.
In tune with art’s advantageous flexibility, programs were
created in order to foster creativity and enable participation
malleability. A key aspect of the project’s intervention was its
suitability for those with varying types and severities of dementia
as well as those with varying artistic backgrounds. To ensure
flexibility and realistic applications, participants who arrived
late, needed breaks, or wished to leave early or stay late were
not excluded from the study. While participants were guided
and instructed regarding each week’s activity, novel creativity
was never halted, instead it was encouraged and adapted into
the program. Participants were able to decide on their level of
engagement in the program, ranging from sitting with the group
while being exposed to the art lessons, art supplies, learning tools,
group discussions and imagery, to doing all that while creating
multiple artworks each day and showing their work at the end
of the class. This is in line with the related literature, with a
focus on supporting participant growth, success, individuality,
and personhood; highlighting participants’ active contributions
and strengths as opposed to emphasizing their limitations (Ullán
et al., 2013; Flatt et al., 2015; Sauer et al., 2016; Schneider et al.,
2019).
Materials were carefully selected: markers, pencil crayons,
stickers, and glue sticks were non-toxic; material sizes were
considered and small objects were avoided to ensure a safe
program; poster board was used instead of standard paper for
collage activities to provide more stability for the artworks; and
textured mazes were used to illustrate the terms “movement” and
“line,” with tape creating the lines on the page for a textural cue.
While the experimental participants were engaged with the
art training program, the active control participants were offered
their respective location’s usual activities (e.g., group singing,
exercises, independent activities such as reading or knitting,
etc.) following suggested guidelines (Young, 2014) and practice
(Rusted et al., 2006).

Volunteers
Twenty-six volunteers assisted with the research project. All
volunteers were blind to participant condition and study
hypotheses8 . Volunteers were interviewed, reference-checked,
vulnerable sector checked, tuberculosis tested, and carefully
trained with multiple training sessions, with instructors and
testers attending mandatory knowledge assessment sessions
before beginning to volunteer. All full-time volunteers were
provided with a dementia orientation by an expert in the field
before they began volunteering, while substitute volunteers were
provided with an introductory visit and tour of an assisted-living
building before volunteering.

Outcome Evaluation
Pre-testing occurred the week of and the week before each
respective art program began, observations occurred during each
respective program and testing session, and post-testing occurred
the week of and the week after each respective art program ended.
Task data were recorded by one primary volunteer data recorder
and three secondary data recorder volunteers, with an inter-rater
reliability between the primary and secondary data recorders
averaging above 90% for each quantitative task. Where nonidentical, task scores were averaged. All data entry volunteers
were provided with training before beginning data entry.
Data analyses were completed using JASP, a graphical user
interphase (GUI) for R (Fu et al., 2020). Qualitative analyses
investigating the behavioral and psychological effects of art
training were also recorded by the primary data recorder and
were coded using thematic analysis, but are not reported here
(reported at https://osf.io/dpc82/).
The results of the MoCA and Digit Span were analyzed with
an independent samples t-test, assessing the differences between
the experimental and control group by comparing the groups’
difference score means (post—pre). Independent samples t-tests
were also completed for baseline MoCA, Digit Span, and MMSE
6

The visual stimuli of the MoCA were enlarged and shown one at a time based on
population and location requirements.
7
The body part pointing task (Matthews, 2016) was also utilized. However, due to
the resulting high number of binary results (with participants either scoring 100 or
0%) the task’s results were largely meaningless and will not be reported here. For
details, see a fuller description of the results (Johnson, 2018).
8
Both groups received the same assessments and volunteers were not aware of
when interventions occurred. Study hypotheses were not revealed to volunteers
until their time on the project was concluded.

Testing
Before and after the art programs or control activities,
participants completed assessments. The WAIS-IV Backward
Digit Span (Rankin et al., 2007; Fernandez-Duque and Black,
2008; Huntley and Howard, 2010) was used to measure working
memory and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)
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scores to ensure that both groups were comparable at baseline9 .
All tasks met this requirement. Bayesian statistics, which are able
to provide support for both null and experimental hypotheses,
were used. Data are available at https://osf.io/dpc82/.

waitlist control, M = −0.3, SD = 0.5). However, the pilot’s sample
size was too small to draw firm conclusions, with a Bayesian
t-test indicating an indeterminate difference between groups,
BF 10 = 1.86. The pilot study provided information regarding
the feasibility and potential of future larger-scale art training
projects and laid the groundwork for the present study’s duration,
measures, training curriculum, and recruitment.

RESULTS

Baseline Characteristics: Background
Questionnaire

Choice of Prior
The present study used Bayesian analyses. Before beginning the
study, we chose a prior that reflected our belief at the time that
art training should produce a small effect on cognition, and our
predictions matched this belief (i.e., less cognitive decline should
occur in the experimental groups rather than the control groups).
Thus, as an informed prior, we initially planned to use a normal
distribution with a mean of 0.3 and a SD of 0.5. However, since
finishing the study, several reviews of the training literature have
been published and it has become evident that training programs
are unlikely to produce far transfer: a second-order meta-analysis
of training programs failed to show far transfer effects, across a
wide range of training domains (Sala et al., 2019). Therefore, we
have chosen to use a normal distribution with a mean of zero and
a SD of 0.5 as our prior in reported analyses, since that reflects
our beliefs after reading recent meta-analyses. Use of our initial
prior resulted in slightly but not meaningfully greater evidence
for null results.

Participant background characteristics, including sex and
age information, are reported in Table 2. Baseline MMSE
scores documented participant dementia severity according to
their surrogate Clinical Dementia Rating Scale scores: 26–29
questionable dementia, 21–25 mild dementia, 11–20 moderate
dementia, 0–10 severe dementia (Perneczky et al., 2006). Any
individual falling within the questionable range was crossreferenced with their questionnaire data to confirm diagnosis.
The experimental (M = 13.6; SD = 7.1) and control groups
(M = 13.3; SD = 6.6) were deemed comparable based on having
nearly identical MMSE scores, even though statistical evidence
for equivocal scores was weak, BF10 = 0.487, d = 0.044 [−0.49,
0.58]. There were a mix of dementia types included in the study,
including Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia10 , and the
severity of dementia for both groups ranged from mild to severe.

Overall Cognition: MoCA

Sample Size Justification

There is weak evidence that overall cognition, measured by
MoCA post—pre difference scores, did not differ between the
experimental (M = 0.37; SD = 2.7) and waitlist control groups
(M = 0.23; SD = 3.2), BF10 = 0.487, d = 0.047 [−0.49, 0.59]. There
is weak evidence that pre-test scores also did not differ between
groups, BF10 = 0.496, d = 0.076 [−0.46, 0.62]. Thus, it is twice
as likely that both groups performed identically on the MoCA
than that they performed differently, which suggests that overall
cognition was not affected by 8 weeks of visual art training. Preand post-test results for the MoCA can be found in Table 3.

Using the SSDbain package for R (Fu et al., 2020), we computed
the number of participants that would be needed to have 80%
power to detect an effect size of d = 0.3 with a BF10 threshold
of 3. With a hypothetical sample size of 317, we would reach
80% power for BF10 and 96% power for BF01 . However, with
the challenges associated with recruiting those with dementia,
in addition to the present study’s rigorous methodology, this
number of participants could not be recruited. Nonetheless,
the present study’s improvement on previous art and dementia
studies (Locher, 2007; Chancellor et al., 2014; Windle et al., 2014,
2018a,b; Young et al., 2015; Matthews, 2016; Sauer et al., 2016),
as well as its contextually large sample size [n = 39 (Hattori et al.,
2011) and n = 21 (Rusted et al., 2006)], support the importance
of its completion and value of its conclusions amongst the
comparable data.

Delayed Memory: MoCA Delayed Recall
Delayed recall was measured by MoCA delayed recall post—pre
difference scores. Based on our findings, it is indeterminate
whether delayed recall differed between experimental
(M = −0.093; SD = 0.68) and waitlist control groups (M = 0.15;
SD = 0.61), BF10 = 1.003, d = −0.38 [−0.92, 0.17]. Performance
was at or near floor on this task, making it impossible to interpret
results. Pre- and post-test results for the MoCA’s delayed recall
subsection can be found in Table 3.

Pilot Project
A pilot was completed prior to beginning the preset study
(Matthews, 2016). The pilot assessed the cognition of two groups
of people with dementia: an experimental art training group
(n = 9), who participated in an 8-week visual art training
program, and a waitlist control group (n = 6), who participated
in their usual dementia center activities. The results of the pilot
study suggested a possible improvement in working memory as
a result of art training (as measured by Backward Digit Span
post—pre difference scores; experimental, M = 1.3, SD = 1.7;

Working Memory: Digit Span
There is weak evidence that working memory, measured by
Backward Digit Span post—pre difference scores, did not differ
between the experimental (M = −0.037; SD = 1.3) and waitlist
control group (M = 0.040; SD = 1.8), BF10 = 0.491, d = −0.049
[−0.59, 0.50]. There is weak evidence that pre-test scores did not

9

10

MMSE scores were used for dementia diagnosis confirmation purposes as well as
group matching comparison.
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TABLE 2 | Participant demographic information.
Sex

MMSE (SD)

Dementia severity

Dementia type

Ageb (SD)

Age rangeb

Overall: 27

F: 16

13.6 (7.1)

Questionable: 1

Unprovided: 6

79.7 (8.9)

54–90

AL:12

M: 11

Mild: 6

AD: 6

Moderate: 8

Unspecified: 15
82.3 (8.4)

66–96

N
Experimental

DP:15

Severe: 12
Control

Overall: 26a

F: 22

AL:8

M: 4

13.3 (6.6)

DP:18

Questionable: 1

Unprovided: 10

Mild: 3

AD: 7

Moderate: 13

AD and Vascular: 1

Severe: 9

Vascular: 1
Unspecified: 7

a One participant did not complete the Digit Span. b In years; 6 experimental and 8 control participants did not provide age information. AL, Assisted-Living Retirement;
DP, Day Program; M, Male; F, Female; AD, Alzheimer’s disease.

TABLE 3 | Pre- and Post-test scores for each task according to original assigned group.
Experimental group
Pre-test mean (SD)

Waitlist control group

Post-test mean (SD)

Pre-test mean (SD)

Post-test mean (SD)

MMSE

13.6 (7.1)

NA (NA)

13.3 (6.6)

NA (NA)

MoCA

8.8 (7.5)

9.2 (8.0)

8.3 (5.7)

8.5 (5.9)

MoCA delayed recall

0.50 (1.1)

0.41 (1.3)

0.0 (0.0)

0.15 (0.61)

Backward Digit Span

2.6 (2.4)

2.6 (2.4)

2.7 (2.6)

2.8 (2.8)

differ between groups, BF10 = 0.492, d = −0.051 [−0.60, 0.49].
Thus, it is twice as likely that both groups performed identically
on the Backward Digit Span than that they performed differently,
which suggests that working memory was not affected by 8 weeks
of visual art training. Pre- and post-test results for the Backward
Digit Span can be found in Table 3.

create, and share, all while keeping their creations at no cost to
them. Regardless of cognitive effects, the art program provided an
opportunity for even the most severely compromised participant
to engage, create, and share with their peers and members of
their community.
While our quantifiable measures found no cognitive effects,
it is understandable how studies utilizing qualitative analyses
have supported art’s cognitive impact: by participating in art,
learning about terms and techniques, completing art projects
and/or engaging with your peers in art discussions, are these
participants not engaging in a cognitive exercise?11 While
these effects may not be seen at post-testing with quantitative
measures, or perhaps at all via quantitative analysis, future
research should explore the immediate quantifiable effects of
arts interventions.
The present study addressed the limitations of the pilot
project, where a potential working memory benefit was found
but was unsubstantiated based on the pilot’s small sample
size. Utilizing the knowledge gained from the pilot study,
including refining the task battery and more than tripling
the sample size, the present study found a null effect for
working memory differences between groups. Thus, we conclude
that the pilot’s possible working memory benefit was a
false positive resulting from the pilot’s small sample size,
emphasizing the importance of having sufficient sample size
within dementia RCTs.
A limitation of the present study is the lack of dementia type
information. Although dementia type was requested, multiple
reports were left either unanswered or answered with a general

DISCUSSION
We found no quantitative benefits from 8 weeks of arts training
on overall cognition, working memory, or delayed recall. These
results suggest that previous RCT failures to find cognitive
or memory benefits from arts interventions were not due to
their specific test choices, as we have replicated these studies
using alternate measures. Further, we used a strong arts training
intervention designed by a team of experts in art, dementia,
and teaching, making it unlikely that lack of intervention quality
explains our null findings.
While the present study did not find quantifiable cognitive
improvements for those who participated in arts training, it
is important to highlight the achievement of the study’s mere
completion and the artistic potential of dementia patients. The
present study provided an arts training program to multiple
dementia care locations, successfully providing an educational
experience to those with varying types and severities of dementia.
The program provided an opportunity for student volunteers to
support, teach, and learn from the participants they encountered,
providing a gateway for people in the community to help and
engage with individuals in the dementia care setting—and vice
versa. The program provided the means for participants to learn,
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“dementia” diagnosis. This limitation is one seen throughout the
dementia literature, including the art-dementia literature (KahnDenis, 1997; Rentz, 2002; Stewart, 2004; Kinney and Rentz, 2005;
Camic et al., 2014, 2015; Young, 2014; Flatt et al., 2015; Young
et al., 2015; Hazzan et al., 2016), and represents the typical
situation within a dementia care environment which includes
individuals of varying dementia types. This limitation may be
mediated in the future by recruiting from hospital participant
pools, where diagnosis would be recorded upon entry, or with
better research infiltration into other dementia care locations. For
example, if dementia care locations with an interest in research
had potential participants screened upon entry, it would enable
access to interested persons’ diagnosis information at the onset of
a research project. This would also potentially provide a greater
participant pool, addressing the need for dementia studies with
greater sample sizes.
Readers might believe that we failed to examine measures
that would show intervention effects. It is entirely possible that
a different set of measures would show benefits. However, we
believe it extremely unlikely that quantifiable cognitive benefits
will occur from art training in a dementia population; two
previous studies plus this study failed to show memory benefits
utilizing quantitative measures (Rusted et al., 2006; Hattori et al.,
2011), and a second-order meta-analysis demonstrated a lack of
far transfer training benefits regardless of domain or task (Sala
et al., 2019). Based on these findings, we are confident that our
selected measures are not the cause of our null results.
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